
Wood Blinds 
 Nature’s warmth and beauty, in your home
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Luxaflex® 
Wood Blinds 
versatile and 
timeless
Luxaflex® Wood Blinds create the ultimate 

style statement. With the Luxaflex® edge in 

both design and operation, our collection 

offers infinite ways to make them your 

own. By combining knowledge and 

innovations, we create wood blinds with 

great looks and quality performance. 
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UNPARALLELED DESIGN DETAILS

We’ll ensure the best type of light control based on the requirements of your windows from a small 

expanse to larger windows and doors. By offering two slat sizes, 50 mm and 70 mm, you can choose 

just the right amount of sunlight and view to suit your design and privacy needs.



MAKING IT EASY TO FEEL GOOD

We want making a good choice to be easy. You can rest assured that our Wood Blinds will arrive to you 

from responsible, well managed sources.

FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council) Certified Wood (FSC-C020011)
All our real Wood Blinds carry the FSC® logo and are independently certified which means that the wood is 
from responsibly managed forests. This ensures that the social, economic and ecological needs of present 
and future generations are met. From the forest to our facilities, all parts of the supply chain are audited by 
accredited certification bodies. Luxaflex® is committed to supporting a more sustainable world and to the 
conservation of the world’s forests. Learn more at: www.fsc.org
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DECORATIVE 
FABRIC TAPES

All our Wood Blinds can be 

accessorised with stylish Fabric 

tapes for a truly personal look. 

Add one of our linen-feel woven 

tapes in 10 mm or 38 mm to 

create an interesting effect. From 

bold or subtle colours to on-trend 

patterns, you can choose a look 

that compliments your rooms 

decor and style.
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DESIGNED TO BE DIFFERENT

With a wide range of slat colours, we’ve created a range to excite 

and inspire. All made to measure specifically for your home. 
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FINE WOODS

Our Supreme Woods are produced 

from the finest quality hardwoods, 

with the natural beauty of the grain 

at the heart of the design.
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FAUX WOOD

Our Faux Wood blinds are the ideal 

combination of practicality and good 

looks. Also available with structures to 

create a warm wooden look. Faux Wood 

blinds are possible to use in humid 

environments, which makes them the 

ideal solution for bathrooms, kitchens, 

pool and laundry rooms.
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CREATE YOUR OWN 

SPECIAL STRUCTURES

Create a luxurious painted wood look to harmonize your décor and colour scheme. We can create 

virtually any uni paint colour you wish. From subtle tones to contemporary or on trend pastel tones – 

there’s an individual colour that makes your home and window sing with style.

Whether you want your Wood Blinds to blend 

seamlessly into your overall scheme or create a 

stunning design focus, we have the ideal solution. 

Our new exclusive structured designs feature 

subtle stripes, tactile crackle, glazed patterns 

and rustic vintage styles.
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POWERVIEW® MOTORISATION

Our innovative products can enhance the way you live. By the simple 

press of a button you can enjoy the view or timed opening of your blinds 

to harness the morning sunrise for a gentle wake up call. Our smart home 

technology can elevate your daily experience. Each Wood Blind can be 

programmed with your PowerView® App on your smartphone, tablet or 

voice activated technology.



LITERISE®

If you like to keep it simple, our unique LiteRise® cordless system is child 

safe and makes the raising, lowering and tilting of your Wood Blinds easier 

than ever. Simply push to raise, pull down to lower and tilt with the wand to 

achieve exactly the right amount of light you prefer.
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Swing
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DESIGNED WITH SAFETY IN MIND

We consider child safety a top priority and all our products are designed 

keeping this in mind. From fully motorised to cordless alternatives. Luxaflex® 

puts your family’s safety first. So, you can relax and enjoy, knowing your new 

Luxaflex® Wood Blinds do good as well as look good.
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At Luxaflex® our window treatments start with great design. 

Light control, energy efficiency, and the convenience of 

motorisation are just some of the innovations that enhance 

the beauty of every room, every day – made to measure with a 

five-year guarantee.

The Art of Window Styling

Find your local Luxaflex® showroom at luxaflex.com

Let’s talk
Together with our local expert, 
you can look at inspiration for 
your room and get to know the 
products and materials you like.

Craftsmanship guaranteed
Your bespoke product will be 
handmade with care and attention 
to detail by our skilled craftsmen.

Home consultation
Your local expert measures your 
dimensions, assesses your lighting, 
and makes sure everything is 
perfectly designed for your home.

Seamless installation
Relax and let Luxaflex® 
professionals do what they do best, 
knowing you’re covered under our 
5 year guarantee.


